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Client Need  

A multi-national retail giant with services across Middle East and Asia was shifting towards 
modernizing their service platforms and increasing the digital engagements rates in new locales.  

As part of the expansion plans to other geographies, the organization wanted to ensure that the 
client satisfaction index remained high for all their e-commerce parallel platforms in the new regions. 
But their platforms were not stable due to a lack of standardized tests and unclear scenarios for 
manual tests. The knowledge engagement framework and other integrations of the e-commerce 
platform was also lacking in functional testing.  

With very short deadlines to launch the platform in new locations, the client relied on our thought 
leadership for mobile testing and ERP validations.  

Additionally, there were no defined metrics or SLAs on the non-functional areas of the applications.    



About Winklix

www.winklix.com

Winklix is US based software development company known for providing customised
solution worldwide. As a application development and maintenance company with
over 350+ software engineers having industry specific knowledge which derives them
in delivering A-graded solutions to enterprises.

What the client gained 

With quick implementations and strong frameworks, the client’s customer satisfaction index rose up. 
The performance metrics and suggestions gave a clear insight into the overall performance of the 
application and its usage statistics:    

Increased the functional testing productivity through our test accelerators 

Saved costs with the Mobile Device Lab functionalities 

Saved effort in test automation framework design 

Decreased release cycle time by 2 weeks with test automation solutions

What we did 
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In the first step towards establishing clear testing protocols for the client, Winklix 
standardized the test processes and templates for test scenario authoring and test 
script authoring. 

With our Retail Delivery-centric team and Mobile CoE, we were able to provide quick 
thought leadership, consulting and agile advisory. With pre-defined mobile testing 
checklists, our SAP accelerators could mark off the portfolio tests for the platform.  

In the second phase, Winklix’ customized IP - i HarmonyTM – kick-started the test 
automations for the platform by implementing hyper automation through open-source 
technologies.  

Since the digital platform was being launched at short notice, we quickly ran a round of 
functional testing in all the seven target geographies. We also conducted browser 
compatibility tests and leveraged the Mobile Device Lab for mobile testing needs.  

Finally, we conducted localization testing with dedicated VPNs for each geography and 
established a performance engineering network for the platform. Additionally, it was 
we helped to identify security vulnerabilities in the ERP applications which were 
previously unknown. 
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